TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #199
SEC. 17/16
COR. AZALEA HILLS 1S R 9 W., WM.

TYPICAL HISTORICAL MAP C-182 CG TITLE:
MAP A: 1068 JL CARLICH 1963

CONDITION: GOOD
FOUND: 14" Plugged Iron Pipe
± 6" above ground

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

SET 2" 1P WITH 3" Brass Cap

INITIAL POINT
AZALEA HILLS
RS 287
1972

NEW ACCESSORY:
*12" HEM N 5E 4440
*17" ALDER N 14E 4406

SET 8" Tile Around cor. Filled with Cement
Cor. Tags on Bearing Tree's

COMMENTS: Initial Point is tied to Section corner.
DON'T cut TAGS YET

Roger Knappel 1972

DATE: 1970
PHOTO:

= County corner tag affixed.